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Abstract. A historical dictionary is a dictionary which deals with the detailed
history of words since their first appearance in language as well as the evolution
of their meaning and use throughout history. The main objective of building a
historical dictionary is to monitor the semantic evolution of each word of the
language through its historical ages by determining the date of its first appearance and the date of its transformation. This work is a study which helps to
trace the evolution of the meanings of a given word throughout time. We propose a structured Extensible Markup Language (XML) model that captures this
transformation. This model will help linguists to create the Historical Dictionary for the Arabic Language.
Keywords: Historical dictionary, Arabic language, Extensible Markup Language (XML).
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Introduction

Arabic is one of the oldest Semitic languages in the world. It is also one of the main
languages spoken in the world by many people in various Arab countries using it as
their mother tongue. However, despite its richness, the Arabic language does not have
a historical dictionary yet.
In fact, the historical dictionary is a linguistic dictionary derived from the written
human heritage, throughout history and in different places, in sciences, arts and literature. It includes the vocabulary of the language, the meanings and derivatives of
words, their details and their history of use. It also studies the development of its
structures and meanings throughout the successive stages of the language [1].
Therefore, building the historical dictionary for the Arabic language is very important, as it helps to understand the language, its richness, its origins and its evolution. It also gives an overview of the compilation of a historical lexicon of the Arabic
language and its development over the last two millennia.
However, after several centuries, the Arab-Muslim culture does not yet have a historical dictionary which would reflect its speech, its thoughts and its rich heritage. It
is so crucial to have such a dictionary for Arabic to historicize its past and get prepared for its future changes. Therefore, according to many unanimous researchers,
creating a historical Arabic dictionary has become a necessity in the era of the computerization of knowledge of all kinds.
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To begin with, dictionaries are known for their classical forms. In fact, the invention of the computer in the mid-1940s and the evolution of computing made it possible to digitize information and make it available in electronic forms. Soon after, the
development of storage media facilitated the archiving of large amounts of information. As a result, the set of information stored in a paper dictionary gave way to an
electronic version.
Therefore, the main objective of this work is to help the linguists to build a historical dictionary for Arabic by proposing a structured model describing the variation of
the meaning of a word through time. Indeed, words in Arabic have undergone a historical process in which their growth is marked by significance and expectation. There
are words that change their vocations over time and others have completely disappeared from literature.
In this paper, we present a model for capturing and storing the history of Arabic
words in an XML format.
The rest of this paper is divided as follows. We will present in section two a state
of the art reviewing some works on existing historical dictionaries in different languages, as well as the different attempts made to achieve these dictionaries in the
Arabic language. In section three, we will present the main objectives of our work. In
section four, we will talk about the proposed model, and finally, in section five, we
will draw a conclusion and suggest some future work ideas.
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Historical dictionaries: an overview

The idea of creating historical dictionaries appeared during the second half of the 19th
century following the appearance of the method of historical analysis [2]. Several
international projects have been launched in different countries whose purpose was to
develop a historical dictionary.
In this Section, we are going to review some existing works related to the historical
dictionary for other languages.
2.1
The German Historical Dictionary
The German historical dictionary "Deutsches WörterBuch" (DWB) is the most important German dictionary since the 16th century. It is also called the Grimm dictionary, referring to the names of its creators the Grimm brothers (Jacob and Wilhelm
Grimm), who began working on it in 1838 with more than 80 collaborators who delt
with more than 600,000 entries. It is a historical dictionary that traces the history of
each word using many quotes. Indeed, the purpose of this dictionary is to analyze and
explain exhaustively the origin and use of each German word. Each user of the dictionary could thus know the old and the modern use of each word.
The original work was to have six to seven volumes and was completed after ten
years of work. Wilhelm Grimm who wrote the entries for the letter D died in 1859
and Jacob who managed to finish the letters A, B, C and E died in 1863.The following
generations of linguists resumed the work. It was with the 380th delivery that appeared after 123 years of work, the 32nd and the last volume of the dictionary which
represented about 320 000 entries [2].
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The figure below shows an excerpt1 from the dictionary for the word '
WÖRTERBUCH/Dictionary'.

Fig. 1. An excerpt from the DWB dictionary

According to this excerpt, we note that the search for a given word in the German
electronic history dictionary makes it possible to present the various synonyms of the
searched word as well as its inflected forms, the articles which contain this word classified by date of appearance, links to its articles, and links to search in other dictionaries.
2.2
English Historical Dictionary OED
The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) is a reference dictionary for the English language. It is published by The Oxford University Press. The idea of this project was
suggested in a lecture given in 1859 at the British Library by the poet Richard
Chenevix Trench [3]. He showed the failings of English dictionaries and he proposed
the development of an English historical dictionary. The essential task of a dictionary
would be to trace the history and trajectory of each word, illustrating with quotations
the nuances of meaning and uses that have emerged over time.
This dictionary contains words from the UK and various parts of the Englishspeaking world: North America, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Caribbean. As
with other major dictionaries, the editorial work spanned several decades. The first
complete edition, comprising twenty volumes, is published in 1928. It has been regularly updated since its publication. This edition has a total of 15,487 pages, with
414,825 articles illustrating 1,827,306 citations. A first supplement appeared in 1933
and four others were published between 1972 and 1986. In 1989, the whole is reissued. The book was published on CD-ROM in 1992 and became available online [2].
Figure 2 below shows an excerpt2 from the dictionary for the word 'Dictionary'.

1

http://woerterbuchnetz.de/cgibin/WBNetz/wbgui_py?sigle=DWB&mode=Vernetzung&lemid=GW27036#XGW27036
2
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/52325
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Fig. 2. An excerpt from the OED dictionary

The latter shows how the search for a word in the OED online dictionary gives information on the different pronunciation of this word, its etymology and its different
meanings.
According to the study of the state of the art on the creation of historical dictionaries of other languages, we can see that the objectives of these dictionaries revolve
around the study of the evolution of the meanings of the words since their first appearance. In the coming section of this work, we will give an overview of the different attempts to complete a historic dictionary for Arabic language.
2.3
Attempts to build a historical dictionary for Arabic: an overview
After several centuries, the Arab-Muslim cultures has not yet have its historical dictionary which would be the faithful reflection of its speech, its thought and its heritage, like any other great human civilization. Some unanimous researchers have said
that the historical Arabic dictionary has become a necessity in the era of the computerization of knowledge of all kinds. For this purpose several projects have been
launched in different countries (such as Germany, Egypt, Qatar, and America) for the
realization of an Arabic electronic historical dictionary.
In 1935, a first attempt of the historical dictionary was launched and directed by
August Fischer in Egypt. Fischer used texts from the Koran, ancient Arabic poems,
etc. as material to construct this dictionary. After the death of Fischer in 1949, the
German Oriental Company "Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft" entrusted the
project management to Jörg Kraemer, Helmut Gätje, Anton Spitaler, and Manfred
Ullmann in Germany. The first edition of the dictionary was launched in 1970 concerning the letter "kaf / "ك, followed by the second edition which includes the letter
"lam /  "لand was divided into four volumes. The first one appeared in 1983, the second in 1991, the third one in 1999 and the last in 2009. The work is not yet complete
[2].
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In April 2004, the Historical Dictionary of the Arabic Language Committee was
founded by a decision of the Arab Language and Science Counseling Union in Cairo
(Egypt). This project aims to create a historical dictionary of the Arabic words and
their uses in order to indicate the change of their meanings through time and space
[4]. It is still under the studying stage of the corpus.
A third attempt of the project is the attempt at the Arab Center for Research in Doha in 2013, whose initial steps have been to prepare a reference bibliography of the
sources of the linguistic corpus of the dictionary. The bibliography of the second
phase, up to the year 500 AH according to Home Page of Doha Historical Dictionary
[5].
As a best of our knowledge, the creation of historical dictionaries for other languages does not use the natural language processing (NLP) tools, whereas for the
attempts that have been made to create the historical dictionary for Arabic, they were
not successful.
As for the attempt at the Arab Center for Research in Doha, the team pointed out
the need to rely on NLP tools to build such a dictionary [6].
So, we will focus on using NLP tools for the automation of a set of tasks that facilitate the work of linguists for the creation of a historical dictionary for Arabic.
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Objectives

The idea of creating a historical dictionary for Arabic is important for the following
two reasons. On the one hand, it offers the opportunity to understand our language
and its evolution over the centuries in order to facilitate the understanding of our intellectual, scientific and cultural heritage by discovering the detailed history of each
word. On the other hand, the realization of such a dictionary allows the Arabic language to have its own historical dictionary.
As mentioned previously, several efforts have been made to build a historical dictionary for the Arabic language. Unfortunately, these works were not at an advanced
level and there is still no historical dictionary for Arabic.
Our objective is to help the linguists build a historical dictionary for Arabic by
proposing a standardized structure using the XML language of a dictionary of meanings. This structure gives a historical account of the oldest use of a given Arabic
word, as well as the variation of the meanings of the word through time.
Indeed, following the study of the structures of the historical dictionaries of the
other languages, we noticed that the last ones study the variation of the meanings of
the words through the time since the first dates of their appearance without giving
information on the geographical aspect , neither the first places of appearance of
words.
In this work, we aim not only to study the variation of the meaning of Arabic
words over time but we also intend to give information on the first places of appearance of the word as well as their places of rebroadcasting.
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It is worth pointing out that we made XML as our prior choice because it has a
compatible hierarchical text format that is simple to implement, and easily interpreted
by both humans and computers.
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Proposed model

In this work, we propose a simple and structured model designed to capture and preserve historical information of an Arabic word and the variation of its meaning
through time, as well as to help the linguists build a historical dictionary for Arabic
language.
In fact, Doha site3 submitted descriptions of their aims behind the draft of the historical lexicon of Doha for the Arabic language and the contents of this lexicon of
historical information.
We reviewed these descriptions, and with the help of some members of the project
team we developed a list of elements required to represent this information in an
XML format.
The model contains a description of elements which enables us to monitor the Arabic word throughout history by capturing and storing the following information:
 The oldest use of the word, together with its meaning, users and sources,
 The meaning of the word, its historical appearance in the blog, with its indications,
dates of use, its users and its places.
In order to extract historical information of a word, an indexing phase is necessary.
This phase consists of representing the texts of our corpus in an XML form.
The texts of the corpus are thus represented in the form of two files under different
extension (TXT and XML): the TXT extension contains the value of the text and the
XML extension contains the title, the author, the period and the geography of appearance of the text as well as its value (see figure 3).
In fact, in our work we have used the Historical Arabic Dictionary Corpus (HADC)
[7] which contains texts in Classical Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic with more
than 116 millions of words. The list includes many text types such as poetry , the
Quran, literary prose, Hadiths, history and genealogy, religions and doctrines, encyclopedias and dictionaries, journalistic texts, geography and travel literature. Indeed,
the title of each document in the corpus is recorded under the headings of: Author's
name - Date of death. The death of the author is so important as it sheds light on the
history of the linguistic document.
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https://www.dohadictionary.org/AR/Lexical_Services/Pages/Bibliography.aspx
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Fig. 3. Structure of the "xml" file of a text

After indexing the texts of the corpus, the objective of this work is to retrace the
detailed history of an Arabic word in order to build the desired dictionary.
The following figure shows an excerpt from the dictionary described in XML.

Fig. 4. XML description of the dictionary of meaning

The element <first_date_of_appearance> contains the first date of appearance of a
word and its first meaning <sense>.
However the element <first_places_of_appearance> contains the places where this
word first appeared.
The element <meanings> contains the different meanings of the word, historically
ranked according to its appearance in the corpus, specifying for each meaning the
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history of its oldest use (<beginning>), its oldest place of appearance (<first_places>),
its users (<authors>) and its places of spread (<places_of_spread>).
For example, in order to retrace the history of the word "("القطارtrain), we chose
documents containing this word from the HADC corpus. The following table presents
the different texts chosen.
Table 1. Some contexts of uses extracted from the HADC corpus
Document

Title

1

0060 - شعر مالك بن الريب
(Poetry of Malek Ibn Raib)
0458 –
kasses)

Context of use

المخصص

(So pure the color is, pure like daisies made beautiful by rain, do you fret if you know that in Batin)
(Amuوقال بعير مقطور إلى آخر مشدود إلى القطار من اإلبل
(It is said that a camel is trailed to the end of a
tugged train of camels)

2

3

ب كَما
َشيف األقاحـي بالقطار أتجزع أَن َع َرفت
ٍ ـون َعـذ
َ
ِ َّنَقِي ِ الل
طـن
ِ َبِب

0030 - شعر عروة بن حزام
(Poetry of Iroua Ibn Hizam)

ملتبدان
حقفان قدْ ضربتهما
وتحتهما
ِقطار منَ الجوزاء
ٌ
ِ
ِ
(They were struck by a train of noble Gemini)

According to the first document named 0060 - ( شعر مالك بن الريبPoetry of Malek
Ibn Raieb), and referring to the XML extension of this document, the structure of the
dictionary of meaning is as follows:

Fig. 5. Dictionary of meanings: first iteration

Finally, according to this method, the model for tracing the variation of the word's
meaning through time is described by the following figure.
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Fig. 6. An XML model of a dictionary of meanings
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Conclusion

In this article we have proposed an XML model for the representation of information
needed to create the historical dictionary of the Arabic language. This model describes, for a given word, the variation of its meaning through time in order to trace
its history.
For our future work, we are going to develop our method for the extraction of information described by the proposed model. The latter is based on the corpus designed specifically for the creation of the historical dictionary for Arabic.
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